World renowned British dulcimer player, guitarist and composer…….. Dan Evans.
See Dan at the Town Hall, Market Street
between 2pm – 3pm for FREE
Over three decades Dan Evans has built a niche career as a
world-class exponent on both the mountain dulcimer and
acoustic guitar. In concert he presents a repertoire of
traditional folk songs and airs from the British Isles,
imaginative and atmospheric original compositions and the
odd classic song to round a set off nicely. All are arranged in
Dan's unique, thoughtful style and presented with
considerable classical skill and a spoonful of English humour.
With five CD albums released to critical international acclaim
and sixteen international tours to date, Dan has won the
hearts of audiences on both sides of the Atlantic.
Three main qualities define Dan Evans as an individually
stylish and hugely accomplished musician: uncompromising
originality, intelligent innovation and a constant striving for
excellence. Often directly inspired by nature itself, Dan's
music makes no attempt to emulate other artists nor to be
confined to a single genre. Playing exclusively finger-style,
Dan's original arrangements incorporate elements of jazz and
medieval music with frequent rhythm changes and
expressive timing variations.
Unusually, Dan's dulcimers only have 3 strings and diatonic scales with no half-frets and are typically tuned
to Ionian mode, commonly called DAA. His guitars are tuned to Open C tuning and to Dan's own
temperament, not to a chromatic tuner. These innovations, combined with subtle and highly musical use of
programmable digital effects, allow Dan to create unique and rich signature sounds. Dan's instruments are
bespoke and hand- crafted by expert luthiers and his CD albums are produced with the highest production
values and are professional distributed globally.
Contact website: www.english-dulcimer.com
Unquestionably, Dan Evans is one of the country’s most accomplished performers on both acoustic guitar
and dulcimer. He also has a fine voice and is a skilled songwriter and arranger. Folk in Kent, magazine.
A highly individual and stylish guitarist, your performance was very enthusiastically received and attracted a
good-sized audience. Barbican Arts Centre, London.
It was wonderful to have the opportunity of working with such a superb guitarist. Dr. Lucy Green, Professor
of Music Education, London University.
It's all incredibly pure and all incredibly beautiful'. Acoustic, magazine UK
Dan brought an entirely new approach to performing on the mountain dulcimer. We were thrilled by his
mastery of the instrument and his breath taking instrumentals. Surely a talent not to be missed.
Lake County Folk, Florida
Our guests at Chautauqua speak highly of you and love to have you over. I will have you back again. You
add so much to our event. Dulcimer Chautauqua on the Wabash, Indiana

